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Job Title/Role French Content Developer/ Animator 

Role Category Content Team Member 

Location Nairobi Kenya 

Employment Type Contract 

Functional Area Content 

Education College Level 

Experience 2 years experience 

CTC Offered Kes 50,000  

Company Profile www.centumlearning.com 
 

The incumbent will be responsible for 

Key Responsibility Areas: 

The candidate must be able to work collaboratively as well as independently and often 
on tight deadlines to read scripts, and storylines to understand animation requirements, 
prepare presentations with raw designs to the in-charge, develop storyboards for the 
initial stages of production, create models, drawings and illustrations electronically, Join 
images with background graphics and special effects and ensure synchronization of 
frames and audio, participate in editing process and collaboration with the whole of 
production group. The following are some of ideal candidate deliverables:- 

 Creation of interactive animated images and environment. 
 Production of high quality animations. 
 creating storyboards that depict the script and narrative 
 drawing in 2D and 3D to create sketches, artwork or illustrations 
 designing models, backgrounds, sets, characters, objects and the animation 

environment 
 developing the timing and pace of the movements of a character or object during 

the sequence of images and ensuring they follow the soundtrack and audio 
requirements 

 using technical software packages, such as Flash, 3ds Max, Maya, Light-Wave, 
Softimage and Cinema 4D etc. 

 building up accurate, detailed, frame-by-frame visuals 
 recording dialogue and working with other content team members to composite 

the various layers of animation (backgrounds, special effects, characters and 
graphics) in order to produce the finished piece 

 working to client deadlines and requirements 

http://www.centumlearning.com/


The role of an Animator requires storyboarding, drawing using physical and digital tools, 
creating frames for animation, and pulling frames together into moving pictures 

           

Ideal Candidate Profile (Essential Attributes) 

 2 years and above experience, College Level education, Bilingual_ Fluency is spoken 
and written both   French and English Language, Good in 2D & 3D animation, Good 
in voice overs, Good with scormfiles 
 

Both citizens and non-citizens are encouraged to apply but must ensure they have valid 

ID/ Alien Card and KRA pin. 

Email CVs to a_serah.kathuri@centumlearning.com  

cc Monika.Singh@Centumlearning.com 
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